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Coop Referendum
Supports Students
Coops are students providing for themselves. This year’s Spring
Ballot will determine the future of the Coops at UCSD.

The Coops need autonomy from the administration and
University Center Board. They also need more space to

continue serving our needs. For this they need everyone to

show their support for the Coop Referendum.
Only throughestablishing a Student Cooperative Center and

a board consisting of those occupying and using the Center will
our coops be able to serve us. We all need to come out and work

for the coop referendum and vigilantly monitor its

enforcement.
Further, the ultimate fiscal responsibility must be taken away

from the bureaucrats and put in the hands of the U. C. Center for

Cooperatives, a systemwide division of the University of

California recently founded to assist coops. ,
Coops are students organizing to

provide a service oriented and non-
heirarchical environment. They answer
to the university community’s needs
instead of to profit.

Since 1974, UCSD’s cooperatives
have grown to meet the increased
student needs. They have increasingly
built an alternative, student controlled
economy. While a bagel from the Food
Coop or a notebook from the General
Store costs much less than our
registration fees, they have become an
important part of the UCSD daily
experience.

This success has run parallel to
belligerence and harassment by the
UCSD administration, in spite of
repeated demonstrations of massive
student support through the referendum
process and ever increasing patronage,
the coops have not only been excluded
from determining the growth of campus
services, but have had their very
existence threatened. Every election
result to date has been ignored.

Only by establishing a democratically
constituted board of the the coops and
enterprises in the Student Center can this
abuse be halted. This board would be
accountable to students in that if the
board does not provide good student
services, the students will go elsewhere,

perhaps even the (High) Price Center.
Representatives from each of the
organizations will also sit on the board.

Instead of facilitating the
appointment of a mandated cooperative
staff, the adminstration has used student
money to pay hostile bureaucrats.
Bureaucrats such as Tommy Tucker,
asst. vice-chancellor of undergraduate
affairs, and Jim Carruthers, his
assistant, have established a record of
hostility to student autonomy,
creativity, and independent
development. All the while they have
been paid by funds supposedly
designated to help the coops and other
organizations in the Student Center.
They Consistently put profits and the
(High) Price Center before coops, 
contradiction with the expressed wishes
of the majority of students. This must
now all come to a halt.

The current fees are not only being
spent on projects explicitly anti-student,
but the fees were illegally established in
the first place.

Changes in student fees" require
student approval and cannot be made
randomly whenever the administration
feels like it. Instead of asking students
how much money they wanted to spend

continued on page I!
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$60 More?

The recreation center referendum
planned to appear on the ballot next
week has been withdrawn by its creators.
For the time being this means that those
of us living on the financial edge won’t
have to stop eating in order to dish out
the proposed sixty dollars tacked on to

already high tuition for a muitisport
facility which most of us would never be
able to use.

A kind act of understanding by the
administration?

Hardly. Informants from within the
administration tell us that Tommy
Tucker, Vice Chancellor of
Undergraduate Affairs, and other
administrators are planning a special
election in order to get this abomination
passed. Such an election requires less
voter turnout, thereby making it easier
to sneak by unpopular bills.

The recreation center referendum is
blatant taxation without representation
and a perfect example of Tommy
Tucker’s mafia administrative tactics. Be
on guard against it in all forms.
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Why Check
Out the
Chd Caf6?

Simply because it will change your life in a
positive way. Whether you come to the Ch6 to
participate collectively in the operation of the
restaurant or to munch on the inexpensive,
tasty, healthy vegetarian dishes it serves, you
will leave the Ch6 a happier and more fulfilled
person. What is it about the Ch6 that is so
special, that effects people in such a positive
way? Well, first of all, it’s the people. At the
Ch6 you will meet people who really care--
care about what is going on in the world
around them, and more specifically, about the
way we treat our environment, our bodies,
and our fellow human beings and animals. At
the Ch6 you will meet people who are friendly,
compassionate, creative, and critical of the
current state of affairs in the world, and yet are
optimistic about changing it for the better.
Although the folks who eat at the Ch+, as well
as the people who work there tend to share
the above qualities, they are very diverse: in
their prelerences of music and dress, in their
political and social ~iews, and in their
backgrounds. This di,.ersity presents a
bcautdul and ~aried spectrum ot the human
experience and. if ~ou give it thc chance, will
v.arm w~ur heart and open your mind.

Recycle Coop Keeps Earth for the Future
Recycle Coop

The UCSD Recycling Coop has
provided UCSD with recycling services
for ten years. Founded in 1979, by then
Food Coop members and operating
entirely on volunteer labvor, we
currently collect aluminum, computer
printout, copier/laser paper, glass, and
newspaper regularly and other things
like telephone books and wooden pallets
as special projects.

Although we make a small profit from
selling these materials for recycling, our
primary motivation is to reduce the
amount of waste on our campus, thus
saving both natural resources and
landfill s~ace. We see the greed and
shortsightedness of our disposable
society mortgaging the future of the only
planet we have, and we are compelled to
do somethinR about it. There is only so
much we as individuals can do about
problems on the other side of the world,
so we concentrate out resources in our
own backyard, i.e. UCSD.

CLE C~

Now
Accepting

New
Members

GET OUR SANDWICHES AT THE FOOD CO-OP
& DON’T MISS OUR VEGETARIAN

The Ch~ Caf6 is open trom 10am to 3pm
Monday through Friday, with an all-you-can-
eat for $3.50 every Wednesday from 5 to 7pro
and usually consisting of spaghetti, tostadas,
Asian stir-fry or Indian cuisine. Tasty Ch6
sandwhiches are offered at reasonable prices
at the Food Coop, and we have a catering
service that will handle special or weekly
events. The Ch6 also hosts musical events
almost every weekend at which local and non-
local reggae, rock and alternative bands play
their tunes.

If you interested in working at the Ch6 Caf6
just come on down and talk to one of our
friendly workers, if you have any questions
just call 534-231 !, or came by and ask.

Check out the Ch~--it’s a really happening
place--with friendly people and great food.

Can Eat Wednesd=
What else is it about the Ch¢~ that makes it a

place of learning, laughing, and loving? fl~
the Food/The food at the Ch~ is, of course,
the focal point around which the Ch6 Caf6
workers and patrons gather. The variety of
dishes served at the Ch6 is enormous, ranging
from Middle Eastern salads to pizza,
quesadillas and burritos, from Indian Cuisine
(under the careful supervision of Margaret
Ghose of ShillonR. Assam) to tempeh
burgers, potato salad, and fresh steamed
veggies. These foods are all offered at very low
prices because Ch6 workers are committed to
providing high quality nutritious food at no
profit. Ch6 people focus on means as much as
ends and the food at the Ch6 reflects and
indeed reinforces this. Being responsible in
choosing what you put into your body is
definitely a means, or a method, to bettering
yourself and the world you live in.

At the Ch~ Caf6 you can learn about the
benefits of vegetarianism (financial, health,
and pogfical) and gain experience about
vegetarian lifestyles and ideas. Most Ch~
workers are vegetarians , in fact, and the
politics of vegetarianism are often discussed
here.

You see, the Ch6 is not a static place it is not
a remnant of the 60’s--in fact it was begun by
students in 1980. The Ch6 is simply a place of
good food, good music, good people, and
good conversation. It’s a place where you can
come to unwind in a relaxed natural setting,
eat a tasty hot meal without spending too
much, meet very interesting and intellectually
stimulating people, and get away from stress,
unhealthy food and bad values.

But we’re also concerned about
environmental problems elsewhere, so
much of our recycling profit goes into
environmental groups like the Sierra
Club, Greenpeace, Earth First!, the
Mountain Lion Coalition, and the
Nature Conservancy. And a significant
part of our work is directed toward
raising the environmental awareness of
the campus community This is done
through maintaining a bulletin board
near the Food Coop, sponsoring lectures
md movies, and (since we like to have 
ittle fun too) organizing trips to the
:lesert or the mountains to remind
ourselves what we’re trying to preserve.

’ We currently have twenty glass
collection igloos, fifteen newspaper bins,
and six aluminum bins placed around
campus, and barrels lot computer
prmtout and laser-printer paper in many
of the computer rooms on campus. For
specific locations near you, or any
recycling or environmental questions,
call our machine at 534-1831, or drop by
one of our meetings Wednesday at the
6:30 at the Ch6 Car6.

Groundwork

The Groundwork Bookstore works as a political
collective toward social change to give people more
control over their own lives¯ One of our main goals
is to learn how to organize people in such a way that
they will have real control over the decisions that
affect them for example, working together
without a boss to tell them what to do.

Since 1974, at Groundwork we have developed a
system of decentralized decision making--each
Groundworker takes responsibility for a certain
part of the operation and is encouraged to make the
decisions the2,’ feel capable of making. We find that
this gives everybody at different levels of experience
and energy the chance to work at the highest level
they can while having equal access to decision
making.

In addition to literature, Groundwork provides
other resources designed to enhance our politcal
lives. Groundwork study groups are small groups
which explore ideas ,n comfortable non-
competitive situations. They are good place to be
introduced to new ideas such as the study and
practice of collective theory.

Groundwork also offers the Red Star Lecture
Series which is intended as a forum for people who
would like to share their experitise in a particular
area. In a university setting we often find ourselves
so isolated in our own fields that we are unaware of
new developments in other fields. The lecture series
helps us broaden our knowledge without having to
make major time commitments and without
spending a lot of money.

So what does the future hold for Groundwork?
As we, and the other co-ops on campus find
ourselves beseiged with bureaucratic hassles we
reaffirm our commitment to develop a system
which relies less on bureacucracy and more on
individual responsibility. And, we continue to
strive for more autonomy for ourselves, creating a
non-heirarchical "society" within the universtiy to
help students progress with the knowledge that they
can control their lives."

GAY ¯ LABOR ¯ LATIN AMERICA ¯ ECOLOGY

MARXIST-HUMANISM ¯ POLITICAL ECONOMY

WOMEN ¯ MEN ¯ BLACK ¯ NON-VIOLFNCE

MID EAST Groundwork MARCUSE
HEALTH

~01k~ CHINA
ENERGY UCSD Student Center IRELANDI 5 to G,Iman loft at wooden

ART ,oo~,,~ ,,~h, ,r,,o ~,~,,.~ ~o, MEDIA
452-9625

ALBANIA Mon.lk=l 11 ore41 I~m RECORDS

SCIENCE FOR THE PEOPLE ¯ ASIAN AMERICAN

bJUCLEAR POWER ̄  MARXlST/LENINISM ¯ IRAN

LEGAL HASSLES ¯ YOUNG PEOPLE ¯ CHICANC

MARXISM ¯ NATIVE AMERICAN ¯ ORGANIZING

FOOD ¯ US LEFT ¯ LIBROS EN ESPANOL
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Farm Workers
Protest Repression

By Martin Eder

"Justice, not repression," "We de-
mand equality, not discrimination,"
"Oille, se siente, el pueblo esta presente!
(Listen, feel, the people are present!)"
...These are the chants that shook the
coastal town of Encinitas where racial
tensions have flared in recent weeks.

Two hundred people gathered outside
city hall to denounce the eviction notice
which the city council has issued to
hundreds of homeless farmworkers who
live in small shacks in the surrounding
hills and canyons. Though their houses
are often made of cardboard and plastic,
they provide the only shelter that many
of these workers have ever known while
living in the U.S.

The economy of Encinitas, like other
small communities, was once based on
vegetable and flower production. Some
labor camps have existed for decades,
but now find themselves surrounded by
upper class housing developments where
home prices are commonly above a
quarter of a million dollars.

Meanwhile in San Diego County
alone, there are more than 14,000
migrant workers living outdoors, in
handmade eaves called "spider holes"
and rickety little huts made of scrap
materials. Many of these workers are
legal U.S. residents, but because they
may only work a day or two a week, they
are unable to afford the skyrocketing
rents.

Recently these camps have come
under increased attacks not just by the
immigration police, which regularly
raid, but by government officials who
want voters to think they are "cleaning-
up" their cities. For example, during the
last two election campaigns,
Congressman Ron Packard has made
racist statements scapegoating "illegal"
Mexicans for the area’s problems.
Immigrants have been blamed for
everything from the rising crime rate to
"spreading disease."

Government Deatroys
Immlgrants’s Housing

Shortly after Christmas a couple of
hundred immigrant workers were forced
to leave an area known as Green Valley.
Many of them moved to an abandoned
landfill on the outskirts of Encinitas. As
winter rains began and temperatures
dropped below 30 degrees, the city
council voted to destroy what little
housing these workers had.

At a council meeting that pitted
landowners against members of the
Latino, religious, and progressive
community, the Encinitas council
decided that their only responsibility was
to enforce the law and protect property
rights. Human rights were not an issue
for them. Though many immigrant
workers endure hunger, cold, and illness,
the council decided not to become
involved in looking for solutions. They
ordered an eviction.

Ozvaldo Venzor of the Coalition for
Human Resources was quick to point
out that, "If these were a group of white
homeless, the community response
would more likely have been one of
compassion" rather than repression.

With less than a week’s notice, students
from two campus MEChAs (Chicano
student organizations), San Diego
Progressive Student Network, the
religious community, Union Del Barrio,
The Mexican Solidarity Coalition,
Freedom Road and other activists
organized a demonstration and press
conference outside the Encinitas city
hall. A key role was played by the
Comit6 Civico Popular, a local
Mexicano/Mixtec Indian organization.
They, together with individual MEChA
members went to labor camps to
distribute fliers and talked to groups of
workers who gather along the sides of
the roads waiting to be picked up for a

continued on page 8

El Salvador at War

Protestors against U.S. aid to the
dictatorship of El Salvador took to the
streets while El Salvadorans took the
first steps toward a popular insurrection
during the elections of March 19.

While the Farabundo Marti
Liberacion Nacional knocked out
electric power and communication for
most of the country, demonstrators in
many U.S. major cities participated in
civil disobiedience demonstrations. The
protestors demanded an end of U.S.
support to the military dictatorship in El
Salvador.

Another Vietnam?
The United States has given more than

$3 billion to uphold the Christian

Democratic regime of Duarte. U.S.
military personnel have become
involved in the frontline combat in the 10
year old civil war.

Since the elections, the political
alternatives in E! Salvador have
narrowed down to either a neo-fascist
dictatorship or a popular insurrection.
The Christian Democrats have lost all
support in the country. Those powerful
in the army and business have
abandonned the tactics of a low intensity
war.

The U.S. government has gradually
accepted the collapse of their favored
party and the ascention to power of the
ultra-right ARENA party. The leaders

continued on page 8

Macrone
Offers S 2500

Settlement

Gregory MacCrone, the former
President Pro Tempore of the UCSD
Associated Students Council, has
offered to settle a lawsuit filed by a
member of the New Indicator Collective,
for $2500. The offer is the second
proposed by MacCrone since the suit
was filed in 1986. The suit, filed by
Monty Reed Kroopkin, alleges that
MacCrone committed battery, false
imprisonment and violations of
Kroopkin’s civil rights under both state
and federal statutes.

Also named as defendents in the
action are the Regents of the University
of California, the UCSD Associated
Students (A.S.), and several, as yet,
unnamed "John and Jane Does." The

suit charges that the university is liable
for MacCrone’s action because Regents"
policy establishes the A.S. as an "official
unit" of the university, and MacCrone
was thus acting as an officer or employee
of The Regents.

The incident took place at a regular
session of the A.S. Council. It is also
alleged that administrators and A.S.
officers conspired to violate the civil
rights of Kroopkin, and to suppress
freedom of the press for the new
indicator newspaper and for its staff.
Kroopkin holds that he was attacked
because of this conspiracy, and because
of his association with the New Indicator
Collective.

The case has moved slowly through
the legal system, largely because
attorneys for The Regents (and the A.S.)
have tried to block Kroopkin’s access to
vital records. They have even argued that
MacCrone’s "privacy" would be
infringed if certain records regarding the
punishment he received under the
Student Conduct Code are released to
Kroopkin’s attorney.

MacCrone received a "slap-on-the-
wrist" from Muir College Dean
Dreillenger, although the college judicial
board found him guilty of assault. All
relevant privacy laws allow disclosure of
such private student records under
formal legal discovery proceedings,
where the student is a defendant in a civil
lawsuit, in this specific example, The
Regents’ objections are even more
absurd, insofar as MacCrone himself
waived his privacy rights at the student
conduct hearing. Kroopkin’s attorney,
Robert Burns, is prepared to ask the
court for sanctions against the Regents’
lawyers, in the event the current set of
demands for production of documents is
not honored by The Regents.

Kroopkin rejected the first settlement
offer, of $600, as being "frivolous." He
says the new offer is at least beyond the
amount common for settlement of so-
called nuisance cases. "It shows that at
least MacCrone’s lawyer recognizes that
the case is more serious than a simple
battery," Kroopkin observed. A
professional paralegal worker.
Kroopkin has done much of the work on
his own ease, to reduce his legal
expenses, however, he explained that
"$2500 wouldn’t even cover my
attorney’s fees, and it c~rtainly wouldn’t

continued on page 5
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Announcements

Compiled by the New Indicator Collective ana
with special thanks to the Peace Resource
Center’s monthly calendar.

EVERY WEDNESDAY

Silent vigils in solidarity with the Palestinian
people, lrom 11:30-12:00pm. in front of the
hbrary at San Diego State University.

EVERY OTHER THURSDAY

UCSD Co-ops & Collectives Coordlnatlng
Mooting. 2:30 pm at Groundwork Books.

EVERY SATURDAY

Rhythm Colllmtlvo FREE workshops on
Latin Percussion at the Ch~ Cafr, UCSD from
12:00 to 2:00pm. Beginners Welcome!

CONTINUING

Grove Gallery, UCSD. Photo Exhibition,
March 28 - April 15. For additional info, call
534-2637.

Labor Link TV

CaMecestlng for, by and about the labor
movement In Sen Diego Counly. VCR
taping is encouraged. LLTV suggests that you
periodically check for their 30 sec. Public
Service Announcements on your Public
Access Channel for updates. To receive a
monthly schedule, write to LLTV, P.O. Box
13223, La Jolla, CA 92037. Support
progressive media!

Frontiers of Reason

Alternative 13/ Nrl~ of the Peace
Rooourca Center. Programa on peace,
soclei Justice & environmental Issues. Airs
on Cox Cable, Ch 24: Sundays, 8:00 pm and
Tuesdays. 8:30 pm; Southwestern Ch 15:
Mondays, 8:00 pro; Del Mar Ch 37:
Wednesdays, 9:30 pm and Thursdays. 4:30
pro. For program & further info contact the
PRC at 265-0730. VCR taping is encouraged.

April 7-16

Reclaim the Test Site II/Stop Nuclear
Tooting. Week-long activities at Nevada Test
Site. Major Rally April 15. See below for info.

April 8

"Moving Toward an Intornatlonsl
Langulgo," with a slide presentation by Dr.
David Jordan, .President, San Diego
Esperanto Society and talk by Shamil
Erfanian on "A Baha’i Precept: Uniting the
World." 7pro, S.D. Baha’i Center, 6545 Alcala
Knolls Drive. Part of Baha’i Faith’s Promise
of World Peace Forum Series. info: 268-3999.

April 9

The Natlontl Lawyers Guild and the
Interlalth TNk Force on ContrM Amedce
sponsor an Immigration Workshop to train
volunteer interviewers, document preparers
and translators to assist refugees from Central
America to apply for political asylum. Spanish
language skills helpful but not necessary. I-5
pro, USD. Reservations and Info: 689-1150.

April 10

Communication and Latin America. A
panel of Latin American and U.S. journalists
will discuss "News Reporting in a Latin
Context." 3 pro,Journalism Dept. Reading
Room, PSFA 326, SDSU. info: 594-6685.

April 11

Double Promloro. Two films, plus live
dance/poetry performance "Footprance to
Yoi~l~nts." 7pro, Ken Cinema, 4061 Adams
Avenue at Terrace in Kensinlton. $5 at door.
Arrive early, Films shown will be Isadora:
Movement from the Soul, and Portrait of
Imogen. Benefit for Project on Youth and
Non-Military Opportunities. Other non-’
benefit showinp without live I~rformla~ on
April 11-13. info: 272-57111 or 753-751g.

April 11

Greens of San Diego Monthly Odontat0on.
Get up-to-date on the Green" Party of Europe
and the U.S. 7 pm. Intersection House, 5717
l.indo Paseo. Info: 222-5393

April 11 & 12

Alternative Voices. lecture series presented
by the UCSD Dept. at Visual Arts and the La
,lolla Museum of Contempora~’ Art. presents
"Welcome to the l-hird World" by Alfredo
Jaar, artist. April II at LJMCA, April 12 at
UCSD.

April 13

Isabal AIIondo, distinguished Latin
American writer will give the 1989 Elliott
Memorial Lecture at 8pro in the UCSD
Mandeville Auditorium. Admission is free.

April 13 to April 22
,m,m,mmm

The UCSD Dolmrlment of Theatre will be
presenting the world premiere of Strindberg
Sonata, a play conceived and directed by Anne
Bogart in collaboration with composer and
theatre artist Jeff Halpern. Strmdberg Sonata
takes place in the critical split-instant of a
breakdown during Strindberg’s so-called
inferno period when he nearly succeeded in a
suicide attempt. At the Mandell Weiss
Theatre. For more info call 534-4574.

April 14 to May 7

Gala Pacifies: Tho Art of AcUvlsm. Three
week exhibition and benefit auction of visual
art celebrating the spirit of all life and the
struggle for its continuance around the Pacific
Rim. Funds raised in Gala Pac(fica will
support local conservation efforts which have
a direct effect on the Pacific as a unified
bioregion. Centro Cultural de la Raza, Balboa
Park. Info: 235-6135. A number of related
events will be held throughout the month. Call
481-6784 or 28 I- 1447 for a complete schedule.

April 14

ArUst on Envlronmentallam: Gala Pacifica’s
opening night. Multimedia speaking and
performance program featuring local and
visiting artists. Music by "Sabor Tropical."
6:30 pm to Midnight, Centro Cultural de la
i~aza, lnfo: 481-6784 or 281-1447.

April 15

Reclaim the Toot Site II/Stop Nuclaar
Testing/End the Arms Race: Major rally
and civil disobedience at the Nevada Test Site.
For bus, carpool, lodging, camping or other
information, please call the Alliance for
Survival, 277-0991. (Anyone interested in
participating in a back country action at the
test site wherein people hike to ground zero
and thus by their presence cause cancellation
or delay of a nuclear test can call the Peace
Resource Center, 265-0730 for info.)
Formando Puenles: Tlluana a San
Diego/Building Bridges: San Diego to
Tlluena," cross-cultural volunteer symposium
sponsored by the San Diego Peace Carp
Association. Afternoon workshops: 12:30 to 5
pro. Evening Session with speakers Hermilio
Lopez-Bassols and Larry Colbert, respective
Consuls General of Mexico and the United
States: 6:30-9:00 pro. Info and registration
fees: 491-1801.
"Honduras: An Occupied Country," Three
important Honduran leaders will speak on the
struggle for human rights in their country. 7
pro, First Unitarian Church, 4190 Front St.
Info: 544-1864 or 239-0856.

Aprtl 17

Silent Vigil In Suppo~ of the Palesllnkm
People: We will i~ther at UCSD in front of
the ID’m steps from 12:00 to 12:30, in the first
of continuing Monday afternoon silent vigils
in mlidarity with the Pai~tinian lntifada
(uprising), and to stop U.S. funding for the
o¢¢ul~tion of Pakstinian land.

April 17
mamma,

Annual Tax Day Vigil: Protest the use of 60%
of your federal tax dollar for war and affirm
spending priorities that enhance life! 4:30 pm
to 11:30 pro, Main Post Office, Midway Drive.
Sponsored by the Coordinating Council for
Peace and Justice, 265-0730 or 277-0991.

April 18

CESAR CHAVEZ will be in San Diego for
two events. Chavez will speak between i-3 pm
on the San Diego State University campus.
Info: MECHA, 594-6541. A fundraising
dinner sponsored by the Chicano Federation
and the Labor Council for Latin America
Advancement will also be held, 6:30-9 pro,
Kona Kai Club, Shelter Island, $100 a plate.
Info: David Arizmendi. 277-7778.

April 19

Earth Day: SDSU Student Environmental
Action will sponsor a celebration of local
environmental and peace oriented groups and
business. 9 am to 3 pm, Campus Lab Lawn.
SDSU. Info: 286-2843.

San Francisco Mime Troupe presents
"Secrets in the Sand," musical comedy about
the effects on the people of Utah of
atmospheric nuclear testing and specifically on
the cast and crew who were making the film,
"The Conqueror," in 1953, many of whom
have died of cancer. 8 pm, Marston Jr. High
School Auditorium, Clairemont Dr. at Ute.
$10 advance/g12 door, benefits the Alliance
for Survival. Info: 277-.0991.

April 22 & 23

ARTWALK, the fifth annual San Diego arts
festival, will be held on Saturday, April 22 ( 10
am to 6 pro) and Sunday, April 23 ( 12 noon 
5 pro) in downtown San Diego. Offers a wide
variety of activities for the entire family to
include live performances, exhibits,
demonstrations and street entertainers. Info:
INSTALLATION, 232-9915. For info on the
8K Artwalk, call 483-9501.

CONTINUING

SHARE. You can’t work for peace on an
empty stomach. SHARE offers a good,
nutritious food package for all. For $12 and 2
hours of community service you’ll receive
about $30-35 worth of fruits, vegetables, meats
and staples. A great way to stretch your food
budget. No limit on number of food packets
you can earn. Call 294-2981 for the Host
Organization in your neighborhood.

Stop French Nuclear Toatel Petition drive
to collect signatures as part of the
International Comprehensive Test Ban
Campaign. info: Peace Resource Center, 265-
0730.

Hurdcana Relief for Nicaragua. Continued
campaign to collect money & material aid for
hurricane victims. Call Friends of Nicaraguan
Culture, 459-4650 for info.

Amnesty Intematlonal has 22 community,
college and high school groups in San Diego
County. For info on the one nearest you, call
287-0657.

Grape Boycoll, and boycott/leafleting of
stores carrying pesticide contaminated grapes.
Sponsored by United Farmworkers Union.
lnfo: Alice Lara, 691-1166 or 284-6610 or
David Arizmendi, 277-7778.
Pasta Resourco Canter. Drop in and make
use of the PRC’s Lending Library of books
and periodicals, audio-visual lending library
(including videotapes--list available on
request) and other resources. Open Mon.-Fri.,
10 am-2 pm Also by appointment.

Grove Gallery, UCSD. Marie Duberry, Feb
21 - March 18. Photo Exhibition, March 28 -
April 15. For additional info, call 534.2037.

TELEPHONE HOTLINES

(202) S47-4343. For national legislation
information.
(202) 332-1)230. Nicaragua and Central
America. (24 hour)
(202) 22341422. Nicaragua Network.
(g02) 643-0008. Nuclear Arms control
information.
(g02) S47-3~11. Space weapon information.
(202) ~ Pledge of Resistance.
(~) ~ South #d’rican info.

Eratum
In our last issue, Volume 14, Number

10, our front page article should have
contained the followinMparagraph. Our
typesetting computer garbled some of
the lines, and we regret any confusion
this must have caused. We also take this
opportunity to publicly complain that

the UCSD Media Board and the
Associated Students’s Business Office
have allowed this computer problem to
remain unrepaired for almost a year

now, greatly increasing the amount of
double-checking all the campus journals
have to do on proofreading. The
machine needs a thorough routine
maintenance, not just bandaids when
something goes wrong. In this case, we
still haven’t even gotten the bandaid. Is
this part of an administrative plan to
undermine the campus media and
replace all the journals with some slick
public relations rag? We urge concerned
members of the community to call the
Chancellor’s office and let him know we
want the campus media’s equipment
repaired and well maintained. NOW!
Here’s the botched paragraph:
" Also, we take this chance to
announce that our planned March 14
issue is being cancelled. When we asked
the Media Board last year to increase our
printing budget we had 2 main reasons.
We wanted to go back to 6 issues per
quarter (which we were doing until the
Associated Students Council cut us
down to 5) and we wanted to fund 
issues of the new quarterly paper on the
women’s movemeat, Alternative
Visions. We thought A. V. could get at
least one issue paid out of the Media
Board’s New Media Fund. In February,

the Board annoucned to us and to A. V.
that the 3rd issue will also have to be paid
out of the new indicator newspaper
budget. So we have to trim one ;ssue
somewhere, and we choose March 14.
Besides, many of our collective members

also work on A. V. and we don’t want to
spread ourselves too thin..."
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Worken: Janet. James, Juan, Byron, Bob, Arnie,
Dabble, Daniel, Android, Montgomery, Dave,

Kerry, ’D~-ep Throat,’ Anthony, Alexia, JelIFr,
Cathy. Beautiful Brian, Chris, Scott, John snd
Commander Cuckoo. Thanx t lot.

Academic Senate Dodges
Public Scrutiny

UCSD Academic Senate Chair, Katja UC conflict with the Brown Act and
Lindenberg, has asked the General
Counsel of the Regents, James Hoist, for
an opinion on whether the Senate can
bar public access to Senate committee
minutes and other official records.t The
inquiry was apparently sparked by an
investigation conducted by Student
Advocate Bard-Alan Finlan.

Finlan uncovered evidence that the
San Diego Division of the Senate was in
violation of UC-wide regulations in
regard to the methods for calculating a
student’s grade point average for
purposes of admission to certain
"overcrowded" majors, notably
engineering. In the course of his
investtgatton, Finlan requested records
of the UCSD Senate’s Committee on
Educational Policy (CEP), under
California’s Public Records Act.

The Senate responded by asserting
that its records are not public documents
and that the Senate is not a public agency
subject to this law. It sought support for
this bizarre stance from Hoist, on the
basis of unrelated laws governing open
meetings of public agencies. The
university is subject to special laws
concerning open meetings of the Board
of Regents and of the sub-parts of UC,
which differ from the open meeting laws
generally applicable to public entities.

The California Government Code
defines the Regents as being one of these
public entities. However, the office of the
General Counsel has previously held
that the special open meeting laws for

other general open meetings statutes,
and that these general statutes do not
therefore apply to the UC. Whether this
interpretation is consistent with the
intent of the state legislature is open to

debate, as the General Counsel’s formal
opinion on the subject does not cite any
court ruling or any legislative hearings
which support the opinion.

It is clear though, that the open
meeting laws are a separate issue from
the public records law. The UC is clearly
covered by the terms of the Public
Records Act, and many court cases have
upheld this. Ironically, during the
summer of 1988 the UCSD Academic
Senate released copies of minutes of the
very same committee (CEP) under 
Public Records Act demand presented
by Robert Burns, legal counsel for the
new indicator newspaper.

Given this inconsistent behavior,
confidential sources within the faculty
have suggested that the Senate may be
trying to cover-up CEP records which
may show a conscious effort on the part
of certain professors to circumvent and
ignore UC-wide regulations. Senate
officials may fear that evidence of such a
conspiracy could be used (by any student
who has been wrongfully denied
admission to a major field of study) as
the basis for a lawsuit alleging violation
of due process rights under the U.S.
Constitution.

The Senate is the official body of the
faculty established by the Board of Regents.

Coop Referendum:

(1) Coop run Student Center
(2) Split fee from Price Center
(3) Accountable to UC Center

for Cooperatives, not Watson

More
Cronyism

continued from page 3
do anything to encourage The Reg~ts
to clean-up and reform their supervision
of the A.S. organizations in the U.C.
system. Maybe I’d have some
satisfaction in knowing that MacCrone
and the University have spent even more
money than 1 have on this case, but mere
vindictiveness is not my aim. 1 want to
see some policy concessions."

Kroopkin believes The Regents, and
especially UCSD undergraduate affairs
administrators, have long engaged in an
unacceptable type of fence-sitting, and
"dictatorial" rule-by-whim when it
comes to student governments. A former
co-chairperson of the UCSD student
government assembly, ~kin notes,

"The [administrators] love to jump in
and mess with budgets or rules when
they don’t like what the student
government or campus organizations
are doing. But when they do like it, they
also love to take a hands-offposture and
claim it’s just a ’student matter to be
settled by students’ whenever somebody
files a complaint that the A.S. is

breaking some regulation or law." He

asserts that ultimately The Regents will
either have to properly train and
supervise A.S. officers, or "cut them
loose altogether and make the A.S.’s
independent associations, completely
controlled by students. They can’t
continue to have fiscal and legal control
over the A.S.’s without being held
responsible for any laws they break."

Although he thinks it is too soon to
consider possible terms for an out-of-
court settlement with the Regents, he has
some strong ideas. Kroopkin points out
that the A.S. went on a four-year-long
rampage, cutting the new indicator
budget, beginning in 1982. The funds
have not been cut further since 1986, but
the current budget for the paper is less
than half of what it would be if the cuts
had never been made. Reductions in the
levels of staff compensation, in
particular, have greatly harmed the
stability of the paper’s production.

Of these budget cuts and their relation
to any settlement ideas, he says, "They
did it because they were caught up in the
whole Reagan ’New Right’ intolerance;
to suppress opinions they disagreed
with, and in utter disregard for the Bill of
Rights. I’d like to see the newspaper’s
funds restored to the per student level we
had in 1982, and I’d like to see the
university, especially its Media Board,

’ stop meddling in the internal business of
the campus media. The media, the
coops, other groups, and even the A.S.

are stifled by constant intervention of
mindless, anti-social bureaucrats.

With a twinkle in his eyes and an
upward gesture of both hands Kroopkin
asked, "How about The Regents turning
over the deed to the Student Center to a
student corporation? Students paid for
the building, and The Regents got the
land dirt cheap from the Marine Corps.
So why not? And then how about all the
student center fees, and the campus
activity fees being turned over to this
corporation? How about a student
corporation buying up some land
around the campus and starting coop
housing? And, well, I’m sure The
Regents wouldn’t think these types of
things are relevant negotiating points for
any settlement, but I do. and t hope that
more people will sue them and defend
not only their own rights, but raise the
issues of the rights of our communities
and comrades."

Society In The Making
This column aims to show that our society is continually

changing. Through the actions of organized groups,

what is often perceived as a static situation can be forced
to change dramatically for the better, even though there

are many temporary setbacks. The information is

drawn from the publications cited.

JAY, MAINE

On a typical March day, International Paper’s (IP)

Androscpoggin Mill here belched smoke up to the

SANTA BARBARA, CA

At UC Santa Barbara, student protests last year

forced the administration to alter and finally to cancel

the [CIA] Officer-in-Residence program. A number of

’protests and debates culminated in a march on the

chancellor’s office in November of 1987. The sit-in that

followed led to the arrest of 38 students. S.B. Activist

Ben Sullivan reports the student protesters "made it so

the administration couldn’t ignore them." As a result of

heavens, last November’s events and continued student pressure,

An aroma like that of a portable chemical toilet ’ the school’s administration chose not to renew the

wafted through the town. Despite the sub-zero program this fall and dismissed CIA agent George

temperatures, the river was not frozen over, thanks to a

constant chemical discharge from the huge scab-run

paper mill.
For 16 months, this mill was the scene of a hard-

Chritton from the university faculty.

National Student News Service

CHICAGO, IL

After many years of hard struggle, Chicago’s lesbian

fought strike by United Paper workers (UPIU) Local 14 and gay community won civil rights protection on Dec.

against IP - the biggest employer, as well as the biggest 21, 1988, when the City Council passed an expanded

customer, taxpayer and polluter in this town of 5,000.

On March 8 however, at the peak of the strike, some

300 citizens of Jay jammed a public hearing to defend a

tough city environmental ordinance. Jay’s ordinance

was passed in response to, among othe, incidents, a

dangerous chlorine gas leak on February 5, 1988. IP

delayed notifying local officials during the accident, yet

some of the supervisors were calling the school, sending

their Wives to pick up their kids to evacuate them.

As for the former strikers, less than 100 have been

rehired nationally, so the union is pressing forward with

an IP product boycott sanctioned by the AFL--CIO.

The UPIU has also hired three former strikers to

coordinate a national network of local union outreach

centers.
Unity

human rights law.

The new ordinance for the first time prohibits

discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation.

Lesbian and gay activists, who had taken to the streets

to demand equal rights time after time in the last two

decades, hailed the law as a major victory.
Worker’s World

LONDON, U.K.
Students brought central London to a standstill for

hours on Nov. 24th, as they clashed with police blocking

their way to Parliament, where they had planned to air

their grievances. The demonstration, one of the largest

since the Vietnam war era, capped weeks of snowballing

outrage over Tory policies on campuses across the

country. Club--weilding, mounted police ruthlesgly

cracked down on the 15,000 strong student

demonstration against education cuts and a new loan

scheme, inflicting some of the bloodiest violence the city

has seen from its police in years.

The Guardian

GUATEMALA

In a remarkable display of unity and disciplined

militance, 50,000 agricultural workers in Southern

Guatemala have gone on strike, paralyzing,, and in

some cases, temporarily seizing more than 30 major

agro--export plantations in the Esquintla, Retalhuleu,

Suchitapequez and Quetzaltenango regions of the

country.

The strike, which began on Jan. 23, was called by the

semi--clandestine Campesino Unity Committee (CUC)

and the national federation of trade Union and Popular

Action (USAP). According to a Jan. 24 press

conference of the cue, the primary demands of the

strike are a doubling of the minimum wage (to

approximately $3.50 U.S. a day) and an improvement

in the slave-like working conditions on the fincas.The

doubling of the minimum wage has been flatly rejected

by UNAGRO, the national association of agro--export

businessmen.

The coordinated region-wide action is the first major

agricultural workers’ strike since 1980, when the cue

organized a nationwide two week work stoppage that

succeeded in raising plantation workers’ wages from 40

cents a day to approximately $1.12.

Following the 1980 strike a tremendous wave of

repression swept the country. The CUC re-emerged

from the underground only last year, appearing in May

Da~, demdnstrations in Guatemala city and several

provincial capitals.

Industrial Worker
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The History
of UCSD

"Student
Government"

"The A.S. is weak and unrespected and
will continue to be that way until more
students take an active interest in their
government, It will remain a farce so long
as very few students participate. W’~at else
could it beT’

Alan Green

A.S. Senator

letter to editor of the Revelle Times

May 6, 1966

As the preceding quote suggests, the
Associated Student governments at
UCSD have long suffered from a lack of
respectability. Green’s lament came
twenty-three years ago, when UCSD’s
undergraduate enrollment was less than
10% of its current 13,400 level, yet in
many ways accurately reflects the
sentiments of many students toward
today’s ASUCSD government.

Undoubtedly one of the central causes
of the A.S.’s negative image has been its
generally pernicious record. What does
the A.S. do, anyway? Many students
have come to the conclusion that the
people who traditionally dominate the
A.S. Council are petty politicians and
that these student-politicians are
generally concerned, like most
politicians, not with the best interests of
the public but with their own self-
promotion and the agrandizement of
their cronies. Such a conclusion is easily
reached, and the A.S. seldom takes any
action to convince the student body that,
on the contrary, the A.S. is ever vigilant
of student concerns and always ready to
defend them from the administration.

Granted, there are solid grounds for
ignoring the A.S. At the same time,
however, it must be recognized that such
a decision is simply the easy way out, and
that by default students are allowing
these self-serving individuals free reign
with over a half-million dollars (!) 
Campus Activity Fees each year.

The ASUCSD did not always control
such a hefty sum of student money. For
several years, between March 1972 and
Spring 1977, the A.S. did not even exist.
But we are getting ahead of ourselves.

For the first time since 1982, the
deathgrip of the frats and Reagan Youth
types over the A.S. Council was
loosened, with several independents and
minor slates elected for the 1988-89 term
of office. Will this be a fluke? an
historical blip? or the onset of a
progressive trend? The April 1989 A.S.
elections will provide some answers.

The New Indicator Collective herein
begins an in-depth examination of the
history of so-called "student
government" at UCSD, honoring the
commitment we made in the 1988-89
Disorientation Manual. We hope it will
contribute to informed discussion and
creative thinking on how to resolve the
problems which have kept A.S. politics
at UCSD largely irrelevant to the outside
world, instead of allowing students to act
as the moral catalysts for change and
social justice movements, which is the
role student associations play in so many
places around the world.

In addition, students are being asked
this month to vote on an advisory
referendum concerning the question of
whether the A.S. Council ought to
convene an A.S. Constitutional
Convention during the winter of 1990.
More than 1000 petition signatures to
convene a convention were gathered by
1988-89 A.S. President Maynard

Dimmesdale, in only one day, with the
help of just a couple of other students, at
the start of the 1989 winter term.
Although he clearly could have gotten
the required number of signatures to
mandate a convention with only a few
more days of effort, Dimmesdale halted
the drive, mainly for personal reasons.
He then convinced the A.S. Council to
submit the question to a referendum.
The Council had earlier defeated a bill
calling for a convention. If the
referendum measure passes, either a
two-thirds vote of the Council, or a
petition signed by 15 percent of the
student body will still be needed to call a
convention. Thus, students may wish to
vote for candidates who declare they will
support a convention.

The New Indicator Collective has long
held that the current form of student
"government" is impotent and
unrepresentative. The A.S. Constitution
is sorely in need of a major re-write.

To begin with, as the following history
will show, it was crammed down the
students’s throats in 1977 by then-
Chancellor McEIroy. His purpose was to
eliminate a more democratic and
effective form of organization (the
Student Cooperative Union). Since
then, a much different (worse)
constitution was illegally adopted
(without the required convention) 
! 9 8 5 It was supported

by less than six percent of the students/
The 1985 Constitution gives
disproportionate power to first and
second year students, who, lacking the
experience of more advanced students,
are traditionally more easy for the
administration to mislead and
manipulate. This also, not
insignificantly, makes it easier for the
frats to control seats on the Council,
because the frats are much stronger with
the younger students who live in the
dorms.

Unlike other UC A.S.s (e.g., Berkeley
or UCLA), the UCSD A.S. Constitution
does not include graduate students, and
the student body is thereby divided and
less powerful in seeking its goals. The
constitution is also undemocratic: unlike
the rules of the Graduate Student
Association, or the faculty’s Academic
Senate, an ordinary member of the
Associated Students (i.e., any student) 
not allowed to speak at a session of the
A.S. Council, without having an elected
or appointed member of the Council
yield the floor.

The A.S. election regulations are
designed to make a mockery of debate;
barring any serious consideration of
issues by limiting the campaign period to
about one week. Again, this favors
control by the frats (or any other

permanently well-orgnnized consti-
tuency that might care to take
advantage) because candidates who
receive their endorsement don’t need to
worry so much about gaining name
recognition.

The most serious indictment of the
current A.S., though, is the fact that it is
legally tied to the Regents--it is not a
student self-government in any credible
sense of the word. Under the Regents’s
1972 Policy on the Status of Associated
Students Organizations, most of the UC
A.S.s are established as official units of
the administration, if there is a conflict
between, say. the A.S. and the
Chancellor over how money ought to be
spent, the Chancellor has the power to

dictate the outcome. This is not true at
Berkeley, where the A.S., under threat of

a lawsuit, forced the Regents to adopt a
1977 exception to the 1972 policy. This
1977 policy recognizes the Berkeley A.S.
as an independent, unincorporated
association (which nevertheless
maintains the Regents’s recognition as
the "authorized student government".) It
is also less true at UCLA and UC Davis
where the A.S.s have each negotiated a
formal legal "memorandum of
understanding" whereby the Regents
recognize the A.S.s as unincorporated
associations. Such an association has the
legal right to control its own funds, to
enter into binding contracts with the
Regents, to sue and be sued, to hire its
own personnel, and so on. The A.S. at
UCSD does not. It is not likely that this
A.S. will ever accomplish anything of
much importance, nor win the serious
attention of the majority of the students,
unless it obtains legal and fiscal
independence from the Regents. The
New Indicator Collective is confident
that any careful review of UCSD history
will support our conclusions. We have
conducted substantial research in
compiling the following history, and we
solicit informed comments and criticism
for future publication.

The A.S.’ Humble Beginnings
The first undergraduates at UCSD--

all freshman--entered the university in
September of 1964. In the months before
school began, some students were
already planning to form a student
government of some kind. Even at this
early date, the students had been
indoctrinated to accept legally
unnecessary restrictions on their
proposed "government," as evidenced by
this excerpt from the Newsletter (the first
publication written by UCSD
undergrads) of August 24, 1964:

"Theoretically as well as practically,
all student ’power’--i.e. the ability to act
or react as a student body--derives from
the Board of Regents through the
Academic Senate and the Chancellor of
the University, and is formally embodied
in the Associated Student Body’s
Constitution."

That first Constitution was adopted in
December of 1964 by a 114-30 vote,
which represented eighty percent of the
school’s 180 undergraduates. In March
of ’65 students approved a mandatory
$2.50 per student per term A.S.
Membership Fee by a 101-35 vote.
Unfortunately, those high rates of
student participation soon dwindled as
the A.S. immediately became embroiled
in petty internal squabbles. For
example, the November ! 2, ’65 edition of
the campus publication the Sandscript
carries this headline: "Student Apathy
Causes Temporary Setback" with the
subheading "Due to lack of student
response to A.S. elections, postponed
for one week."

The esdy yesrs,

under s

’ microscope

in the fall of 1964, the first freshman
class came to UCSD. It was then that
student government on our campus
originated, opening the door for the first,
frat-dominated Associated Students of
UCSD (ASUCSD). From this
beginning, the AS instantly became a
confused mass of bureaucracy, in which
committees were appointed to appoint
committees to appoint .... in which AS
representatives made unconstitutional
moves due either to incompetence or to a
vague AS Constitution, and in which
student reps themselves confessed that

’they sometimes knew less of what was
going on than the average student. More
importantly, the first AS government
began the trend of the AS to fail to do
what is was created for -- fairly
representing the students of UCSD.

Although the first freshman class

started school in the fall of 1964, the
administrators and students had been
getting to know each other for a good
many months before then. The
"Freshman Newsletter" was the
unofficial, booklet-form "newspaper" of

UCSD at the time, which was given and
mailed to the incoming students, keeping
them informed of developments even
throughout the summer.

However, even though the new

students and the administrators had
been keeping in contact since the first
part of the year, the administration
waited until two or threes weeks before
classes started to inform the students
that they would need a Constitution --
without which, to quote the Freshman

Newsletter, "we could not even form a
UCSD Tiddlywinks Club...or hold an
official Class of ’68 beach party."

This "crisis" then aforded
administrators the opportunity to
hastily call an "impromptu meeting of a
’representative’ group of freshmen [a
whopping 18 of tbem] to the campus" to
"discuss the crisis." The 18 students were
phoned "at random" by a Rick Strauss
who, according to a seemingly
innocuous side-comment in the
Freshman Newletter, was a toady of a
key administrator, Dr. Forbes, the Dean
of Student Affairs (the one in charge of
dealing with students in this and all other
matters).

After meeting, this "representative"
group then concluded that they would
need an "enabling document" less than a
constitution that would serve while a
proper constitution was being
developed.

To this end, an ‘*ad hoe" committee
was formed of about half the 18
freshmen present, which would, with

Rick Strauss, write a set of"articles of
confederation" in the name of the whole
student body. The Articles would then
have to be approved by the
administration.

The eleven member Constitution
Committee, headed by Chairperson
Janet Albin (who would soon go on to
become the AS Vice President), then
drew up the interim document:

Until the final Constitution is written,
Student Government will rest with a
five-member ( D "Advisory Committee. "’
Membership on the "AdComm" was
then opened to all freshmen except
members of the Constitution
Committee. However, the fifth seat, the
Student Financial Coordinator, was to
be appointed by Dean of Student Affairs
Dr. Forbes, with the Constitution
Committee retaining only an advisory
role.

Then, it was the four random, non-
appointive members who would have to
"forfeit their right to run for elective
office in the first election to be held
under the approved Constitution" (thus
weeding out the random students,
opening the door to the almost
exclusively frat AS Government which
would soon be established).

The ConComm was given the job of
implementing the interim "Enabling
Document," preparing a model
Constitution, and conveneing a
Constitutional Convention later in the
term.

The important details centering
around this latest event are not clear,
unfortunately. After the above
information was published in the very
last Freshman Newsletter, which came
out just before school began, the official
campus newspaper Sandscript came out
with its first issue five whole months
later, skipping entirely the establishment
and elections of the first ASUCSD body

at UCSD. However, it is known that the
upshot of the events saw Larry Baker as
AS President, and Janet Albin as Vice
President.

Soon thereafter, the Chancellor’s
Student Advisory Committee was
formed, of five freshmen, two graduate
students, and Dr. Forbes. The
Committee was to advise the Chancellor
on "matters of importance regarding the
university." The Freshman reps were
Janet Aibin, Larry Baker, Freddie
Feicyn, Mark Hin6eraker, and Steve
Lewis.

Also during this time period, the
UCSD chapter of the California Club
(Cal-Club) was established. Every year
the various *’clubs" from the UC

campuses held a convention at one of the
UC schools to "improve student-faculty
and student-administration relations." it
was also intended to give suggestions to
UC President Clark Kerr on university-
wide matters. The Cal-Club, though,
played only an advisory role.

During that year’s Cal-Club meeting
at UC Riverside, such topics as the
Berkeley Free Speech Movement
(FSM), the quarter system, the
university’s image, "and sex, were topics

of serious consideration."
An article in the Sandscript made

reference to the difficult job and great
responsibility that Cal-Clubbers must

face up to. It was strange, then, when
another article stated that "the Cal-
Clubbers don’t consider themselves
uniquely qualified for these tasks," and
t.hat one student said, "...I feel less
certain than most outsiders about the
issues at hand!"

To make matters worse, the
embarassing character of the UCSD

Cal-Clubbers was dealt with in a letter to
the Sandscript. Although the Sandscript
never did coverage of the UCSD Cal-
Clubbers’ behavior at UC Riverside, the
facts must have been circulating on
campus, for the letter’s writer discussed
some of the UCSD Cal-Clubbers’
embarassing and immature antics at the
Riverside convention. (It must be
pointed out that the accuracy and
objectivity of the writer, who was from
the UCSD Philosophy staff, was well
established by his other intelligently
reasoned and well-argued letters to the
Sandscript).

He went on to conclude that "if these
persons’ first sortie was typical of the
kind of representation this campus is
going to get at future Cal Club
Conventions and other inter-campus
events, then President Kerr’s granting of
the charter was no joyful occasion."

However, as it turns out, the Cal-Club
members were chosen by President Kerr
from the AS students themselves!

This sad realization prompted Dr.
Forbes, Dean of Student Affairs, to
write a letter defending the Cal-
Clubbers. But in doing so, Dr. Forbes
wrote that "Cal-Club does not, cannot,
and never claimed to be ’truly
representative’ of each campus." What
then, did that say about UCSD’s AS?

Furthermore, in writing that the Cal-
Club was not representative of UCSD,
Dr. Forbes was not kidding: Since the
administrators wanted to send only the
ASers, giving various arguments to
justify it, they did not, unlike the other
UC campuses, appoint any grad student
reps at all -- even though the grads
outnumbered the undergrads 2 to 1!

Interestingly, another key
development appeared. The writer from
the Philosophy staff pointed out that the
nomination of possible Cal-Club
members was not even made a matter of
public record so that student objections
to the nominees could be aired before
actual Cal-Ciub membership was
granted to the chosen few from among
the AS! In addition, perhaps forseeing
the possible and eventual domination of

the AS by special groups such as the
frats, he also pointed out that choosing
the Cal-Clubbers exclusively from

among the ASers would afford a less
accurate representation of the campus
than if the members were chosen some
other way; and the Cal-Club would get
‘*a mere reiteration of voices and
opinions..."

The references to frats and frat-
controlled student government could use
some discussion now. As to the claim
that the AS was frat-dominated: the AS
President himself wrote, in his
newspaper column, that "the ’Greeks’
hold a strong influence in student
government." This first ASUCSD broke
down this way: shortly after the AS was

created, the first fraternity appeared at
UCSD, and was joined by "the
ASUCSD President, six members of the
ASUCSD Senate, as well as the
President Pro-tern thereof, two judges of
the Judiciary Council, the Financial Co-
ordinator of the University, the

Activities Coordinator of the University,
and the editor of the University
newspaper."

Of course, there is also the recent case
of last year’s 1988 AS election, in which
the strangle-hold of the frats was
loosened by the election of Independent

candidates.

Problem8 with

the Constitution

In late February of 1965, a hubbub
ensued when AS Senate President Janet
Albin read a finding of the Judiciary that
a Senate action of the week before in
forming committees to draw up Bylaws
for the various branches of the
government was unconstitutional. They
decided to void the previous Senate
action.

A new committee was then formed to
determine the true nature of ’*Bylaws"
and to advise the Senate as to what
action it should take.

However, the issue that this situation
brought up was according to some a
problem with the AS Constitution itself.
One AS rep wrote that "The constitution
of the ASUCSD is a weak frame for the
student government to build upon....We
are still unable to debate the finer points
of such an imperfect document and
survive."

Janet Albin, ASUCSD Vice
President, even pointed out that not all
the problems were due to the
constitution, but were due in part to the
troubled AS itself: "No branch of
government is entirely constitutional at
present. Among other things, the
Judicial Council has no faculty advisor,
the Senate has no ex-officio graduate
representative, and the Cabinet has no
Commissioner of Elections."

(Meanwhile, the President of the
newly-formly UCSD fraternity was
appointed to the "newly created"
Cabinet post of "Commissioner of
School Spirit" by the AS President’s
recommendation).

On March 5, 1965, an ad-hoc "special
election" was called and organized by a
special committee of Senate members
appointed by the President in executive
capacity (there was no Commissioner of
Elections) in order to pass a Senate
proposal to establish "AS cards" --
mandatory cards that all students would
have to pay for each quarter, beginning
in September of the following school
year. The price was to defray the cost of
AS activities, with "perhaps a small
surplus left over" [$1,100 in 1965
dollars].

The AS cards brought up the
ambiguous question of the graduate
students. The grads, not represented by
the undergraduate AS, and therefore not
subjected to the AS card fees, would
"presumably have to pay gate price of
student functions, steal copies of the
student Newspaper or be given to them
free, or take some action of their own to
sponsor ’Grad student AS cards’ or
make arrangements to buy undergrad
AS cards."

In May of 1965, AS Elections rolled
around for UCSD’s second generation
of representatives. The outcome: AS
President was Larry Baker, AS Vice

President was Janet Albin, and other
positions were held on to by the various
first-generation ASers.

But also during this time frame came
the important issue of the student

¯ government and its relation to the
sizeable graduate student population on
campus. After all, the first freshman
class of ’64 was contacted and led by the
administration through the steps of
forming the AS. However, the grad
students had never received .such
guidance, and consequently were not
represented in student government.

The grad students had been entirely
without a student government. With the
May AS elections, the grads began to

voice themselves on the matter. All 366
grad students were polled to determine
support for either I) a graduate
government affiliated with the
ASUCSI), 2) a seperate graduate

government, or 3) no graduate student
government. Exactly to what and how
this situation evolved is unknown at the
time of the writing of this AS History.
The Sandscript edition that was to cover
the grad situation had come out two
weeks later than was expected, right
before the end of the quarter, leaving a
one month gap in news coverage. By the
time it came out, the graduate
government issue had apparently
become "old news," and was therefore
forgotten.

Once September of 1965 came, UCSD
began its second year of undergraduate
instruction. Total campus enrollment
jumped from 540 to 1,350 students.

In October, the issue arose of a
"Dormitory Government" and a
"Reveile College Government." The
Revelle Government would be seperate

from the AS, and would deal with
strictly Revelle problems and decisions,
the reasoning and guiding motive behind
which was the fact that UCSD was to
eventually have twelve colleges. The
people involved with the Revelle
Government argued that, with several
colleges on the way, each should have its
own government to deal with issues
pertaining only to that particular
college, leaving the ASUCSD with
authority over the issues that concerned
UCSD as a whole.

The Revelle College Constitutional
Committee, headed by members
Barbara Randenbusch and Douglas
Hopkins, considering advice from
Provost Goldberg and Ron Kirkby, met
several times and finally proposed the
official version of the Revelle College
Constitution in late October.

The Constitution established a three
member council "directly representing"
both grads and undergrads (the first time
the two were encompassed by the same
governing body). One Councilmember
would represent the graduate students,
one would represent undergraduate
commuters, and one would represent
undergraduate residents. The new
government would introduce
"concentrated, although controlled,
student power for perpetrating
University action on the campus." The
tri-council would appoint committees to
perform its administration work.
Several committees (such as a Finance
Committee) would be standing, whereas
others would be formed and disbanded
as needed, ‘*a right set forth in the
Constitution."

Decisions by the three-member
Council would be final on all matters,
unless revoked by the students through

initiative, and would have to be
unanimous; if not, a student referendum
,would decide. Council elections would
be held annually, as with the AS. In
addition, one section specified the
obligation of the Council to work with
the Faculty, Administration, and the
AS.

Critics of the new student government
questioned putting so much arbitrary
power in the hands of only three people.
Other kq][concerns centered around the
Revelleffonstitution’s "vagueness and
generality, and the possibility of
’deadlocks in the all powerful
triumvirate."

Nevertheless, the document was
approved and then had to go to the
students for a ratification vote.

The AS election was scheduled for
November 12. In addition to the Revelle
Government ratification vote on
November 22 and 23, the students would
be electing the AS Senate
Representatives (two freshmen, two
juniors, and one member chosen at
large).

After the November 12th AS
elections, however, unnamed people
decided to hold the election again, and
postponed it to November 19. The
reason given was that the elections were
being redone due to "the lack of student
response to the ASUCSD elections,"
and because "the number of students
running for representative at large and
for junior representative were ’too few.’"

7
’The Sandscript, unfortunately, never
mentioned which or how many students
ran for office, nor how many students
constituted "too few."

In addition to the postponement,
these AS electibns also saw the use of AS
cards, which had eventually been
approved. Students wishing to vote were
required to present their AS cards at the
polls.

The December 1965 Sandscript bore
the headline "Apathy Defeats Revelle
Constitution; Anarchy Remains."(Well,
perhaps "anarchy" may have been too
strong a word). Nevertheless, the Revelle
Constitution did not get the minimum
"one half of the student body"
ratification vote it needed to pass.
Supporters of the new Government said
that it failed due to the usual low student
turnout at the polls; others said that it
was impossible to know whether it failed
due to low turnout or to lack of support.

In December of ’65, a group of
students, stressing the need for
individual college governments, used the
¯ old Revelle Constitution as a foundation
to outline a plan for promotion and
participation in exclusively Revelle
College affairs. The three-member

"troika" or Council remained, but the
veto power was removed, the recall limit
lowered, and a new feature -- direct
voting by students on Council agenda in
the "open meetings" -- was added.

In January of 1966, a new college
government was proposed at a meeting
of the General Council of the Revelle
College Residence Halls.

The government was to include
undergraduates (residents and
nonresidents) and graduates, with one
representative from each hall for
residents, one representative for every 70
commuter students, and one
representative for every 70 graduate
students. The Inter-hall Constitution
then was to be amended to encompass
the new government.

The General Council was made up of
two representatives from each residence
hall with an Executive of four members
chaired by freshman Stever Harter and a
Judicial Committee of six members with
junior George Kurata as Chief Justice.

Meanwhile, AS Senate action called
for the appointment of junior Terry
Williams as the new Attorney General,
and -- more importantly -- the
consideration of the revamping of the
AS Government and the AS
Constitution.

Another interesting development
during this time was centered around a
group of students who banded together
to publish the Revel& College Dissenter.
Its purpose was to show and inform the
campus community about a
controversial move in which Provost
Goidberg and his assistant Mary Avery
refused to allow James Bauerline and
Jan Diepersloot (noted campus activists)
the position of Resident Assistants.

¯ Eventually, though, in February of

1966, a committee of officers from the
AS and the Inter-Hall Council finally
met in an effort to reform the
Constitution of the AS. Among other
fundamental changes, the Constitution

was reformed to "adhere better to the 12-
college plan of UCSD."

it was proposed that the heads of
government from each of the colleges
would join with representatives from
Scripps, the Medical School, the
Administration, the Business Office, and
the faculty to form a council to
coordinate all inter-college activities and
to represent the students in University
business affairs.

This group would control campus-
wide athletics, coordinate the campus-
wide Judicial System, and be the
students’ representative body in dealing
with Chancellor Galbraith.

The proposed revision to the A.S.
Constitution had some important
changes. First, the size of the Senate was

dropped from sixt~e.~n students to eight

continued on page 9
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El Salvador: No In between Solution
.lb~
continued from page 3
el this party have been directly
implicated in massive death squad
killings, including that of Archbishop
Oscar Romero in 1980.

The level of political and military
confrontation may well excede the

opposition figures. While the rhetoric of
ARENA has moderated, their iron listed
tyranny has continued unabated.
Recently, the university in the capital
San Salvador was again put under
military curfew while six more students
and faculty were murdered.

Majority U.S. opinion has opposed
U.S. intervention in El Salvador and
Nicaragua for many years now.
Demonstrations for years have made
clear that the U.S. public, while not
necessarily in support of the FMLN or
the Sandinistas, has opposed U.S.
involvement. There have been-continued
demands for economic improvement in
the U.S. instead of military adventurism
in the Third World.

No Middle Solution Possible
During large portions of the Christian

Democratic regime of president Duarte,
the death squad killings decreased. But
because the fundamental economic woes
of the country were not adequately
addressed, the rebel movement has only
gained in strength. Especially, their
organization in the cities has brought the
rebels much closer to victo’ry than the
last major attempt for power in 1980-81.

The agricultural reforms of Duarte
establishing collective farms have failed.
Rather than providing a support

community for the ailing peasantry, they
have turned the peasants into super-
exploited wage laborers. The living and
working conditions of the peasantry
have fallen dramatically.

" The Movement for Bread, Land,
Work, and Freedom has arisen out of the
economic rubble to become a powerful
mechanism of opposition, organizing
even in the cities. They have founded a
student wing which has collected
students to work in many of the most
poverty striken areas.

"Insurrectional detachments" have
also been formed out of this movement
which is strongly sympathetic with
the FMLN rebel movement.

Given the alternative of success of this
popular insurrection, the U.S. has opted
to become more deeply involved in a
conflict with only one possible outcome:
escalation.

limitations of the government. They will
be forced into a position to either accept
defeat or request direct military
intervention from the U.S. The U.S. has
steadily become more involved in the
conflict.

In these days of decision protesters
have taken to streets to make clear that
they do not want another Vietnam.
Many were arrested while blocking
federal buildings in New York and
Washington. Several other building
occupations across the nation ended
without arrests.

In San Diego, protests were held
downtown and at the Unitarian Church.
Mercedes Salgado, a representative of
the FMLN spoke at a memorial service
for the murdered El Salvadoran arch-
bishop Oscar Romero. She stated that
the opposition now has the military
might and is only waiting to solidify its
popular support before taking power.
According to Salgado, the biggest fear in
El Salvador and all of Latin America is a
U.S. military invasion. The U.S. has
positioned its troops in Honduras from
the Nicaraguan border to the border
with El Salvador.

In Los Angeles, over 100 protesters
succesfully shut-down an armed forces
(army, navy, air-force, marines)
recruitment center, through well

Encinitas

continued from page 3
day’s work. The immigrants responded
enthusiastically and on the day of the
candle-light march and demonstration,
they made up about half of the
participants.

In the words of a Spanish chant,
"lmmigrante callado, ya serfi
escuchado" (the quiet immigrant, will
now be heard). Juan Lita, a Mixtec
Indian leader said, "A powerful
statement was made by those assembled.
These very lands were forcibly taken
from Mexico. Now Mexicanos fleeing
our country’s economic crisis are living
in conditions worse than most farm
animals. Racist and inhumaneabuse will
no longer be tolerated."

As a result of the demonstration,
participants have discussed the
possibility of creating an ongoing
coalition to coordinate future actions, in
the words of Arjemiro Morales of the
Comit6 Civico Popular, "Through unity
we can empower the immigrant worker
and fi ht for ’ustice and e ualit ."

organized civil disobedience. After ,~l ,~V ~ //"~
marching through Hollywood to the
recruitment center, about 20 people
prepared to be arrested by locking arms
and blocking the entrances to the

4061 ADAMS
APRIL IS

recruitment center. Meanwhile,
demonstrators held signs and banners
and chanted slogans for people passing
by. They demanded an immediate end to
the U.S. war in El Salvador, and to
combat military disinformation, they
demanded that information about the
real situation in El Salvador be placed on
the center’s literature racks.

At one point, demonstrators entered
the recruitment center to try to engage
the military recruiters in dialogue. Ron
Covic, a disabled Vietnam veteran,
spoke convincinlgy from his wheel-chair
about the consequences of another
Vietnam war in El Salvador to
Americans. The recruiters closed the
center without arresting anyone, and the
protesters waited in the hot sun to make
sure they didn’t come back. At the
closing circle, demonstrators
emphasized the need for continued
action in support of the people of El
Salvador now that ARENA had won the
official elections.

Many speakers at the demonstrations,
sponsored by the Committee in
Solidarity with the People of El
Salvador (CISPES) and other groups,
told often first hand tales of the atrocities
committed by the ARENA leaders.
Former ARENA presidential candidate
and continuing party strong man
Roberto D’Aubisson has been directly
connected to innumerable killings of

Free Political Films
Every Friday; 7 PM

Third Lecture Hall 107

The Official Story
Red Sorghum
Blood of the Condor

The Good Fight
Fleisch Frisst Menschen
Beirut War Generations

Solyent Green
Diary for my Children
Boat People
&ida

April 7
April 14
April 21

April 28
May 5

May 12

May19
May 26
June 2
June 9

Committee for

World Democracy
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continued from page 7
(the number would be fourteen once the
twelve colleges were completed).
Furthermore, the Senate would consist
of nonvoting Administration and faculty
advisors, and the cabinet members.
According to the authors of the plan,
"the presence of the cabinet members
will enable the Senate to always know
the facts of any given situation." The
Financial Coordinator would provide
information on funds. The Secretary
would have his records there and any
other Cabinet member involved would
be able to contribute information.

In addition, the president of the
Senate would be the AS President
instead of the Vice President, to
eliminate the lack of communication and
division of purpose between the Senate
and the executive boards. The President
would know at all times the attitude of
the Senate and would be able to present
the Senate with ideas and programs
brought to him by students.

The yearly election of officers would
be held, contrary to how they are being
conducted as of today, late in the Winter
Quarter instead of the Spring Quarter in
order to give the new AS a full quarter to
accustom itself to its job before the new
freshmen entered in the fall. It would
also give the freshmen a chance to run
for office after two quarters instead of
making them wait for a full year.

The new Constitution, according to its
authors, would "eliminate the
frustrating inefficiency of the present
AS."

The UCSD elections to approve the
new AS Constitution were held in late
May of ’66.

The new Constitution was passed.
However, another problem was

already rearing its head and facing the
students of UCSD.

The Chancellor and the Adminis-
tration, trying to play the role of a
Morality Sqmtd, tried to force absurd

and puritanical visiting hours upon
resident men and women, with the threat
of punishment or expulsion to those who
did not heed the new hours.

When the General Council refused to
bow to the Administration’s arbitrary
demands, the critical issue was raised as
to exactly how powerful student
governments were expected to be.
Administrators who had earlier praised
a strong student government began to
change their tone. Did students have a
right to protest Administration policies
which not only infringed on their
personal lives, but which they found to
be unfair’?

The General Council student
government was put in the precarious
position of doing what it and the
students felt was right, and doing what
the Administrators demanded it to.

Over the next few years the A.S.’
Constitution was rewritten at least once,
its annual budget began to grow along
with the size of the undergraduate
population (since its funding was
directly linked to the number of
undergraduates enrolled) and student
apathy about the A.S. became a
generalized phenomenon, though there
were some exceptions.

Apathy turned to outright hostility in
1972 when students voted over-
whelmingly to make the A.S.
Membership Fee voluntary, thereby
depriving the A.S. of its funding base. In
response, Chancellor McEIroy asked the
Regents to abolish the A.S., which they
abruptly decreed in March of ’72.
Apparently the Chancellor prefered not
to exercise the power already vested in
him (by the Regents) to establish 
abolish authorized student govern-
ments. He let the Regents take credit for
the dirty deed, but the idea was his own.
While the Chancellor’s tactic was clearly
heavy handed and arbitrary, students
were not about to rush to the defense of

the discredited and seemingly useless
A.S. Instead of gaining an A.S. with a
voluntary membership--and a clear

mandate to speak for that
membership--the students were left with
no representative body whatsoever.

Within a few weeks of the 1972
referendum on a voluntary A.S.
Membership Fee, Vice-Chancellor for
Student Affairs George Murphy mailed
all students a survey questionnaire. It
asked whether students wished to see
continued funding to the many
programs and organizations previously
supported by the Membership Fee, and
whether they would support the
imposition of a new "Campus Activity
Fee" to cover these costs. Legally, a new
self-imposed student fee is not supposed
to happen without a referendum, and a
clearly established minimum turn-out
level for the existing voting pool. But the
administration wanted to act fast, the
law be damned. The survey results
showed that a large majority indeed
wanted to maintain all existing funding
levels except that of the A.S.
bureaucrao’ itself. Thus, the activity fee
was imposed, to be allocated by the
Chancellor, under illegal circumstances.
Although it is likely a legal referendum
would have ratified the fee, McEIroy was
a Nixon supporter, hostile to any notion
of students exercising self-governance.

In the absence of an A.S., McEIroy
had himself advised on the allocation of
the Campus Activity Fee and on student
opinion by a succession of committees,
with members nominated by the college
councils and appointed by the
Chancellor. At this time, UCSD had
three colleges, and the college councils
were mainly non-representative,
informal groups which worked with the
deans on matters of dorm life. They
"represented" only a minority of the
student body. Upper division students,
and native San Diegan commuter
students, seldom had any dealings with
these councilt. After one year (1972-73),
the Student Life and Interest Committee

(SLIC), in a sorry bid for more
legitimacy, renamed itself the
Undergraduate Student Council
(TUSC). TUSC in 1974, formed a Model
Building Committee to make a national
study of student "governments" and to
design a new progressive student
"government" for UCSD. It should be
noted that at most modern universities
student "government" is a misnomer.
Although a measure of self-governance
is involved, most student unions or
student body associations are better
understood as a type of consumer group,
or as a lobbying or collective bargaining
group for student interests. At most
colleges, the real student government is
the administration, not the student
association. The exceptions to this rule
are campuses where the student
associations actually own buildings,
housing, businesses, stock portfolios,
etc. Such associatia "s are the only ones
that deserve to be called student
governments.

The Model Building Committee
presented the Student Co-operative
Proposal, which was adopted by TUSC
in May of 1974, and was approved by the
Chancellor. The Co-operative was
initially an advisory committee to the
Chancellor, simultaneously a renaming
of TUSC and an openning-up of
participation in decision-making to the
entire student body.

Student Coop

Union and
Much More
In Next Issue
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Long Stories in Short

Tolerance
"Let’s have a bloodbath now and get it

over with."
--Gov. Ronald "Where’~ my Nobel
peace prize?" Reagan, referring to

campus protests at UC Berkeley

Real Estate
"1 don’t feel we did wrong in taking

this great country away from them¯
There were great numbers of people who
needed new land and the Indians were
selfishly trying to keep it for themselves¯"

--John Wayne

Hippie Pres.

"’Give peace a chance!"
-- George Bush

Brainy People
"’The growing conservative force

threatens the liberal establishment."
--The Dartmouth Review

UCSD
An article about UCSD Philosophy

Professor Herbert Marcuse that
appeared in the San Diego Unionduring
the 60’s stated that "Behind the facade of
a mild manner professor, Marcuse is
actually an active source and agent of
today’s international chaos."

Head Bangers
"1 love rock ’n’ roll. 1 was one of the

earliest Springsteen fans .... You’re
talking to someone who truly
understands rock ~usic."

-- Tipper Gore

Athletes
In February 1967, Governor Ronald

Reagan came to San Diego for the
opening of the new International
Airport Terminal at Lindbergh Field.

After giving his speech, he was faced
with the problem of cutting the
ceremonial ribbon, which was 400 feet
away.

Reagan walked fifty feet to his private
plane, got the pilot to start up both
engines, and had the plane taxi to the
ribbon. Reagan then got out of the
plane, walked to the ribbon, and cut it.

-- The Indicator, 1967

South Korea
South Korea spends more on the

maintenance of U.S. troops on its
territory than any other country in the
world, according to a South Korean
Defense Ministry report published last
month.

The report points out that the
maintenance of the 43,000-strong U.S.
force cost Seoul $2.3 billion last year,
$313 more than in 1987. U.S. bases and
other military facilities currently occupy
6,420 acres of land or 0.31% of South
Korean territory, in Japan. where 47,000
U.S., servicemen are stationed, this
figure is four times less.

The publication of the report was

oeoul’s answer to Washingt.on’s pressurer it to increase spenomg on the
maintenance or U.S. forces. Its authors
point out tl;,t the expenses already
surpass those of U.S. NATO allies and
Japan.

People’s Daily Worm

Secrets
Pentagon officials had quietly passed

the word among reporters covering the
space shuttle that a satellite would be
launched on a Delta rocket from the
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station as
part of the Strategic Defense Initiative,
better known as "Star Wars."

Mum was to be the word, the officials
said, until after the la-nch. Not even the
date, let alone the time, was to be
released.

Never mind that shrimp boat captains
had been warned to stay out of the area
between 5 p.m. and 6 p.m. on a certain
day, or that a magazine estimated the
satellite launch time earlier that month,
or that a NASA spokesman actually
announced the launch time during a
televised shuttle briefing.

L.A. Times

Fun
"Business in the old days had a certain

fascination, but it lacked some of the
elements of good, clean fun. It wasn’t fun
to hire little children until they were
broken by disease or accident, then hire a
whole new regimant of children to take
their place .... but business¯..was business
and they had to do it because children
were less expensive then adults¯ it wasn’t
fun to browbeat labor, or to corrupt
government to secure those special
favors..."
--Edward A. Filene, a .founder of the

U.S. Chamber of Commerce

Shit
At the Kings Bay, Georgia, nuclear

submarine base, the Navy used $4 million
in taxpayer money to build a golf course
that appears on the books as a sewage
treatment plant.

7he Progressive

Sour Grapes
"It is unfair and irresponsible for ,

handful of political and entertainment
celebrities to malign the solid
international reputation of our farm
products, when they have absolutely no
evidence to back up their outrageous
charges."

-- Gov. George Deukmejian, speaking
about farm labor leader Cesar Chavez

and his supporters
The Times

Uh Oh...
"Our foreign policy must always be an

extension of this nation’s domestic
policy¯ Our safest guide to what we do
abroad is a good look at what we are
doing at home."

--Lvndon B. Johnson

Missionaries

"We come here to serve God, and also
to get rich."

--Conquistador Bernal Diaz

Enemies
Important!: though the Reagan

Regime always assured consumerist
America that the Contras were fighting
for freedom, a recent letter that the new
indicator received revealed from first
hand experience who Reagan’s real
enemies are in Central America.

A Yale graduate who went to
Nicaragua was struck by the injustices he
saw borne by the Nicaraguan peasants,
so he started to work on land reform and
land co-ops to help the people. These
were the consequences, in his own
words:

"November 16th was the 2nd
anniversary of Harold Valenzuela’s
killing. Harold was a colleague who
worked as an agronomist with the
peasants and cooperative farmers of
Miraflor, about 25 kin. east of
Esteli....Less than a year after chowing
down on stew with Harold, he was dead.
The contra ambushed his jeep one chilly
November morning on the road to
Miraflor, blowing his left foot off with a
rocket-launcher and then hunting him
down as he tried to drag himself to
safety. They blew off the top of his head
with a machine gun fired at point blank
range. It’s hard to believe that two years
have already passed since Harold left us.
1 realized Wednesday that l still haven’t
finished grieving for him.

"Six years, six million tears.
"....l also learned that my close friend

and colleague Eddy Castellon, head of
our Ministry in Quilali, had been
ambushed by the contra on the way back
from a meeting with the peasants of La
Vigia to publicize the Amnesty law for
contra deserters. He was stabbed a dozen
times in the chest with a bayonet ....

"....The contras were out to sabotage
the process of mass mobilization and
organization from the start. We received
several death threats and narrowly
missed 4 ambushes in the time we were
there. We suffered one tragedy. On Feb.
I I, after a meeting with the cooperatives
of San Bartolo, one of our team
members...was ambushed and killed just
3 kin. outside of Quilali. We arrived at
the scene in another jeep just minutes
later, but it was all over. Two dead, 3
wounded. I helped to evacuate the
bodies and later cleaned out the
ambushed jeep down by the river. It was
torn and riddled with bullet holes, blood
splattered all over the inside, and pieces
of [my friend’s] cranium and cephalic
mass strewn across the front seat. It was
a scene that will haunt me for as long as I

two of the board members are appointed

Coop Referendum
by bodies that have nothing to do with
the facility. Over the last years the UCB
has turned into a rubber stamp
committee for the administration’s
’master plan.’ In particular, Evan

continued from page I We do not want our student center to Weisenfeld, the UCB chair, has shown
be turned into administrative offices or more interest in his resume and the

and how on their Student Center, they,
as benevolent parents, decided for us.

The University Center fee was
established after a special referendum
which narrowly passed but did not draw
anywhere close to the mandated turnout,
even though the polls were illegally kept
open extra days.

Not satisfied with the extra tax of $25
per student per quarter, the
adminstration also ate up the $12.50 per
student per quarter dedicated to the
current Student Center, all to fund the
new (High) Price Center. The (High)
Price Center has been the
administration’s project to make UCSD
look like a real university. This
misappropriation of funds must stop!

allowed to fall apart. We would rather
improve it by making it a Student
Cooperative Center. The administration
scrapped plans to abandon the facility
because they realized the coops would
not allow themselves to be wiped out so
easily. We will, however, go further.
Status quo is insufficient and the coops
will expand. Through our active
support, the coop referendum will
become a base for new student life at the
Student Cooperative Center.

Finally, we must understand that the
current University Center Board (UCB)
in no way represents those who will
occupy the Student Cooperative Center
and not even really the students. All but

fatherly patronage of Jim Carruthers,
the Board’s advisor, than in student
opinion. He now dares to run for the
office of AS President, even though he
has repeatedly flagrantly disregarded
student opinion concerning his duties
towards the Student Center. He has
done nothing but obstruct the enactment
of years of referenda results demanding
the center be turned into a Student
Cooperative Center.

The UCB currently has only an
advisory status to the Undergraduate
Affairs Administration run by Joe
Watson and Tommy Tucker, two of the
administrators most responsible for
abusing student interests whenever they
conflict with administration goals¯

The New Indicator
needs:

typesetters, graphic artists, writers,
photographers, and illustrators.

No Experience Necessary

Come by our office in the Student Center
(rm 209) or call 534-2016

The struggle for Groundworks staff
positions

By June 1987, Groundworks
Bookstore members began to realize the
need to hire a few full time workers in
order to maintain the continuity
required for many of its functions. On
June 16, University Center Director Jim
Carruthers met with Groundworks
members to discuss this need. After
questioning why full time employees are
needed, Carruthers conceeded that the
creation of staff positions would be
preferable. He then insists that he will
interview applicants and will have the
ultimate word in selection. As of today,
Carruthers has still not made his
choice.

Fruit Cad Frenzle
On August 17, 1987, at a Coops &

Enterprises subcommittee meeting of the
University Center Board (UCB), 
becomes clear that the Food Coop has
purchased a fruit cart but is being denied
the right to use it. Jim Carruthers is
behind this and claims that the cart was
bought without his permission. The cart
was purchased from self-generated funds
which makes this a perfect example of
the stupidity of unjustified harassment.

Food Coop Locks
More recently, February 1989,

Carruthers, after several unsuccessful
attempts at getting a key to the Food
Coop, has the deadbolt removed from
the door, leaving nodal lock on their
door for two nights.-Bne deadbolt was
later replaced, but the Food Coop is
currently on the University Keyway,
making it vulnerable to Carruthers and
many others who have no legitimate
need for it.

The Cht
January 1988, Carruthers attempts to

punish the Ch~ for turning in late
financial reports. The Ch~ then
completes its homework on time. He still
disallows it though, claiming that the
Ch~ had invited patrons before he gave
permission.

At the same meeting, the issue of the
"manager" position at the General Store
Coop is brought up. (The coop insists it

is only a full-time position to be filled by
a coop member, the university insists it is
a manager--with powers implied that
the coop rejects.) Carruthers has
someone in mind for the position, the
General Store has someone else.
Carruthers wins out by claiming that the
person has already been chosen, fait
aecompli, that nothing can be done.
Later, this is discovered to be a blatant
lie.

Leases
In October 1987 an audience member

at a UCB meeting inquires about the
coops’ leases. (Since the late 1970s,
coops have been the only campus
organizations required to have leases,
and pay rent, for their on-campus space.)
Carruthers states that he is keeping them
indefinitely because he feels that the
coops are units of UCB and it would be
like the UCB writing leases for itself. (?)

Time Clocks
In early March of this year it is

discovered by the Groundworks staff
that Carruthers plans to install time
clocks in all coops (a most unnecessary
hassle; time clocks are not used
elsewhere on campus).

"F

Frightened, horror fans? Well, don’t
stop screaming yet, there’s more. It’s all
too scary to tell in detail so 1’il just give
you a few highlights. Once, acting
chancellor Paul Saltman "suspended"
the Crazy Times newspaper for
"incitement to riot." Even scarier,
there’s the time when a policeman
(administrative stormtrooper) tried 
rob Groundworks.

Remember the Print Co-op? Probably
not. It was shut down due to "cash flow
problems" while pet administrative
projects like the Triton Times got
continually bailed out by student
dollars¯ There are many frightening tales
about the Che’s being shut down by the
University for alleged health and safety
violations, despite its passing county
inspections; and about the Che’s being
required to pay for security and police
officers (stormtroopers) in order 
hold events.

These are only some of many such
unjust actions perpetrated by the
administration. More Hellfire will
follow if the co-ops are not given
support in this election and beyond.

II
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Low Prices,
Jobs, High
Quality

The General Store Cooperative is
a non-profit store run by students,
for students. We were founded in
1980 to combat the bookstore’s
inflated prices. Since then we have
grown and expanded our services
while still maintaining our non-
expioitative, cooperative structure.
We’re looking forward to another
expansion with the existing Student
Center this year when the Price
Center opens. Remaining in the
Student Center (rather than moving

to the Price Center) will allow us to
keep our prices low and to provide
additional goods and services.
Presetnly we provide quality school,
office and art supplies, clothing
backpacks, tlojos, sunglasses,
calculators, handmade jewelry,
frishees, film. photofinishing, even
boomerangs all at the lowest
possible prices ,*e can offer.

We offer more than just
commodities. We provide job

training and employment for

students, an opportunity to

experience workplace democracy
and cooperation, and a nice
environment to meet fellow students..

One way we keep our prices low is
buy utilizing the volunteer efforts of
members of the UCSD community.
You can become a member by
volunteering 2 hours per week. You’ll
meet people, gain some work
experience, help set store policy--all
that and a discount too! A discount is
also extended by each of the coops
here on campus. We not only work
for the benefit of the store, we also
advocate on-campus student issues.
if you don’t have time to volunteer,
remember to Shop Coop in the
Student Center.

Date

Past Coop Referenda
Question Result Enactment

1981-82

1985-86

Should the Student Center Board, a student-run
management board which raised their fees last year
without a vote of the students, be mandated to
return to the original $ I0.00 per quarter fee and for
all future fee increases require a referendum vote of
the students?

Do You support the creation of on-ca mpus student
owned, studen~ operated cooperative housing?

Do you support turning the existing Student
Center buildings into a Student Cooperative
Center upon completion of the new University
Center’?

Yes--78.2% No--21.8%
Voting-- 1799

Yes--81.7% No--18.3%
Voting--2415

Yes--85.6% No--14.4%
Voting-- 1707

None

None

None

1987-88

Do you support the formation of a democratic
board for the managemnet of the Student
Cooperative Center facilities by the student
organizations located in the center?

1)o you support the increase of the current
University Center fee by $2.00 per student, per
quarter, locked in for the establishment of a co-op
advisory office and staff and to facilitate the
development of a co-op bank. a farm co-op, and
enlarged recycling center, a sports co-op, and other
co-op start up services? This locked in fee would be
managed by the Student Center Board
Cooperative and Enterprises Sub-Committee.

Do you approve of an increase in the current
University Center Fee by $1.00 (one dollar) per
quarter per student; locked in to specifically pay
for a Coop Administrative Staff and to facilitate
the expansion of existing on campus student-run
cooperatives and the establishment of new UCSD
student-run cooperatives.

Do you support the autonomy and self-
determination of the UCSD coops and agree that
these organizations should have the right to
control their own resources and personnel?

Yes 77.4% No---22.69;
Voting-- 1612

Yes- 61.7% No 38.3%
Voting 1716

Yes--73.2% No--26.8%
Voting--1910

Yes--85.4% No--14.6%

Voting--3415

None

None

None

None

Computer Science Coop

FOOD Z
COOP* :

The Computer Science Coop was
founded for the purpose of providing
gtudents with the lowest possible prices
on computer supplies. Our primary
function is to offer the necessary
materials for students using any of the
on-campus computing facilities. Our
products range from diskettes, useful
information on UNIX and VI editor,

The Computer Science Coop has also
become somewhat of a focal point for
computing questions, in many cases the
particular worker is able to answer the
question (it should be mentioned that no
prior computer knowledge is required to
be a volunteer). Alternatively, another
customer may be able to assist, or the
person asking the question is directed to
various other sources on campus.

course materials and various other ]lk~a,,,,m~ | New at the co-op is a Bulletin Boardcomputer supplies (computer paper,/~
for the sale of computer related

ribbons, reference books, etc.) products. We hope that this board will
provide students with a source for
reasonably priced products. In the future
we hope to provide a more extensive
selection of computer supplies as well as
computers affordable to students. We
wish to reflect the needs of the students
and welcome your input.

Independence

for Efficiency

The Food Coop
With the passing of the Co-op referendum, the Food
Coop hopes to establish that the student population is in
support of the individual coops in their need for an
administration separate from that of the Price Center.

This new Student Cooperative Center Board would

concern itself specifically with the administratwe needs of
a collectively-run business.

This distinct separation would avoid the present
student center from becoming a ’satellite’ of the Price
Center.

if the University Center Board establishes a percentage
of the University Center Fee to be allocated specifically
for the Coop Center, as proposed in the referendum, then
this Center will have financially a further guarantee of
being able to administer to its own needs, furthering its
distinction from the Price Center.

With the establishment of a Student Cooperative
Center Board particular to this Student Center, each
collective and enterprise in the Center will be able to
maintain a more efficient business, for the benefit of and
of great concern to the entire student population.


